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ABSTRACT 

 

A swarm is a large number of homogeneous, uncomplicated agents collaborating locally among themselves, and their circumstances, with no central 

control to allow a global interesting behaviour to emerge. Swarm based algorithms are nature inspired, population based algorithms that are clever in 
producing optimal solution for several complex and combinatorial problems. In the pharmaceutical industry, the product and other process 

development problems usually involve a numerous of independent variables and it incorporated with multiple constraints. To solve problems related 

to pharmaceutical industry requires accurate result and it’s very hard to solve using traditional method. Swarm based intelligence technique is a 
collection of knowledge based algorithms which having capable of solving complex problems and can obtain optimal or accurate solution. This paper 

discusses swarm based intelligent algorithms to solve different pharmaceutical field related complex problems such as drug design, 

pharmacovigilance, alignment of sequence etc.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Swarm intelligence is a sub area of artificial intelligence which 

concentrates on designing an intelligent multi-agent system by 

using the collective behaviour of natural agents such as ants, 

birds, fish, ant lion etc.., Self organization and decentralized 

control based working environment are the main features of 

social insects or other natural swarms in their collective 

activities. Optimization techniques are the mathematical domain 

which finds the best or optimum solutions from the initial 

feasible solutions for a given problem. There are various types 

of optimization techniques available to solve single, multi 

variable functions. Functions may or may not hold constraints. 

Swarm intelligence optimizes the functions and produce optimal 

results which satisfy the constraints related to the problem. 

 

Pharmaceutical industry is one of the most critical level areas 

which rely on decision oriented and has a noticeable impact on 

every society’s hygiene and treatment part of human being. 

Pharmaceutical industries have large size of data sets that have 

not been used to make any meaningful decision directly for 

further process. So it requires efficient system to infer 

meaningful decision in no time. Swarm based optimization 

algorithm provides such an environment to pharmaceutical 

industry and it can adopt for any problems. For example, drug 

discovery problem requires enormous data and factors to be 

processed to receive meaningful information1. If we use 

traditional methods, it requires more time to attain solution 

which may be a non optimal solution. But in that situation if we 

apply heuristic based algorithms, we can attain optimal solutions 

using multiple knowledge based swarms within fraction of time. 

This is the main feature which enforces the researchers to 

concentrate on swarm based procedures for solving 

combinatorial optimization problems.  

 

Ant colony optimization (ACO), Particle swarm optimization, 

Gases Brownian motion optimization (GBMO), Chemical 

reaction optimization (CRO), Intelligent water drop optimization 

(IWO) are some of the swarm based algorithms available to 

solve different optimization problems. Each algorithm has its 

own individual characteristics while solving the problems but 

which follows same framework. Swarm based algorithms will 

not change its population from generation to generation which 

happens in evolutionary algorithms. Choosing proper algorithm 

based on problems characteristics and parameter settings are the 

other important major research issues.  

 

In this paper, the authors discussed some of the swarm 

intelligence based optimization algorithms, which are more 

efficient for solving different problems related to pharmaceutical 

industry. Section 2 deals with application of swarm algorithms 

in drug discovery and design. Section 3 discusses concept of 

pharmacovigilance and applications of swarm algorithm in the 

same. Section 4 deals with sequencing and alignment concepts. 

Section 5 deals with data mining and swarm algorithms in 

pharmaceutical industry problems.  

 

SWARM INTELLIGENCE AND ITS APPLICATIONS IN 

PHARMACEUTICAL PROBLEMS 

 

Drugs are obligatory for human survival. Designing a drug is a 

system of detecting or creating a molecule which has a specific 

activity on a specific biological living thing. Inventing a new 

drug is an expensive and time consuming process2. An average 

of 10 to 15 years and up to 800 million US dollars is consumed 
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by new drug development3. One of the main problems of drug 

design is exploring the chemical space of many possible 

molecules to obtain the new scarcely any suitable molecule. 

Drug discovery process is a collection three major process 

namely Lead Discovery, Lead Optimization and Clinical 

Candidate. Many swarm based intelligence algorithms were 

developed by different authors to simplify and enhance the 

process of drug discovery. 

 

Quantum based binary version of particle swarm optimization 

algorithm (QBPSO)4 was developed in which active site of the 

target protein is known. In this method fitness evaluation 

considers interaction energy of the residue, chemical properties 

of the pair and closest functional group. This binary version of 

PSO on drug design problem provides optimal solution by 

producing minimum interaction energy.  

 

Pharmacovigilance is a major area in pharmaceutical industry in 

which safety of the drug monitored. This field discusses with 

detecting, monitoring the adverse affects of drugs and other 

possible medication errors5. Pharmacovigilance field requires 

high level knowledge to retrieve meaningful decision from the 

available data. Knowledge discovery process in this area is an 

important and PSO/ACO approach6 applied successfully and 

received meaningful data from the large set of available data. 

This method supports high accuracy in spotting presence of 

previously undetected causal relationships between therapeutics, 

patient characteristics and inauspicious events.  

 

Data mining has acquired a vital role during all phases of drug 

development from drug discovery to surveillance of post 

marketing. Post marketing is the main theme in 

pharmacovigilance field in which large number of data collected 

and processed using data mining or other data processing 

algorithms. Two broad areas of pharmacovigilance in which 

data mining concepts required are: 1) Pinpointing new effects of 

drugs 2) Fittingness in usage of drug. Mining infrequent causal 

associations7 was performed using exponential particle swarm 

optimization algorithm. It also used the working methodology of 

fuzzy model to identify the best causal relationship and their 

reactions of drug in potent manner. Proposed system also uses 

fuzzy recognition primed decision principle to extract causal 

relationship among drug and pairs of symptoms among different 

patient. Data and rule are extracted from health care report of 

the patients. This system takes minimum amount of time and 

cost to extract decision from available reports.  

 

Some of the data mining methods have introduced by many 

researchers to identify disease and other factors from available 

medical data. This system adopted by different swarm 

intelligence based techniques in many of its phases while 

processing input data set. Disease risk evaluation and earlier 

detection is the recent research in which many swarm 

intelligence based algorithms employed. Firefly algorithm for 

breast cancer risk evaluation8, Hybrid finite difference 

frequency domain and particle swarm optimization techniques9 

and hybrid intelligent bees algorithm for breast cancer 

detection10, Myocardial Infarction detection using Hybrid 

Firefly Algorithm11, Dynamic protein complexes detection using 

fruit fly optimization algorithm12, PSO based detection of 

dengue disease13, Diabetic disease detection using bat 

optimization and fuzzy rule miner14, Lymph diseases prediction 

using particle swarm optimization algorithm and random forest15 

are some research findings for disease detection using different 

combinations of swarm algorithms.  

 

Another important problem is sequence alignment of genes. 

Sequence alignment is defined as a comparison procedure which 

involves two or more biological sequences. This sequence 

alignment helps in many areas such as classifying proteins and 

genes; biological function prediction etc., Pair wise alignment 

and multiple sequence alignment are the two important 

classification of sequence alignment. The overall objective of 

the sequence alignment is focusing on understanding predicting 

the structures of molecules. Multiple sequence alignment 

problems are considered as NP-Hard16 and it requires swarm 

intelligence to get optimal solution.  

 

Hybrid method for multiple sequence alignment was proposed17 

in which tabu search and simulated annealing algorithms 

combined to get optimal solution. In this method proper 

guidance was initiated to maintain the balancing between 

intensification and diversification. Simulated annealing method 

was considered as exploitation tool for search space. Local 

minima trapping was avoided by tabu search as well as 

simulated annealing characteristics. Ant colony optimization 

based sequencing method on deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) was 

proposed18 with multi level framework feature. This algorithm 

was compared with many optimization algorithms and it 

outperforms other algorithm. Multi level ant colony algorithm 

for DNA sequencing was introduced19 with additional 

information utilization factor. This methodology has the 

capability of reconstructing the sequence using available partial 

information also.   

 

Bacterial foraging optimization algorithm based multiple 

sequence alignment20 was proposed and it considered multiple 

objectives such as non-gap percentage, maximization of 

similarity, conserved blocks and minimization of gap penalty. In 

this paper authors proposed two swarm intelligence based 

algorithm namely hybrid genetic algorithm with artificial bee 

colony and bacterial foraging optimization algorithm. BaliBase 

3.0 database was consumed by proposed algorithm to show its 

performance. In the experimental analysis, the hybrid genetic 

algorithm failed to produce conserved block. But bacterial 

algorithm worked efficiently and produced conserved block. 

Proposed algorithm was compared with particle swarm 

optimization, ant colony optimization, artificial bee colony and 

genetic algorithm. Proposed multi objective bacterial algorithm 

outperforms other algorithms.  

 

Ribonucleic Acid (RNA) sequence structure alignment21 using 

two level particle swarm optimization algorithm was developed 

for pair wise analysis of RNA structure. Proposed approach 

optimizes the length of sequences and evaluates the conflicting 

constraints. Ant colony based hybrid algorithm for multiple 

sequence alignment considers genetic algorithm22 additional 

component to provide efficiency in aligning multiple sequence.  

 

Combination of ant colony optimization and genetic algorithm 

has been proposed for sequence alignment23. In this algorithm 

ACO algorithm is used to receive set of alignments and genetic 

algorithm (GA) is used to improve the quality of alignments 

which obtained in ACO. But this algorithm was only applied for 

single sequence alignment. Particle swarm optimization 

algorithm was combined with hidden markov model24 for 

multiple sequence alignment. This method guaranteed optimal 

training using hidden markov model.  Baum–Welch algorithm is 

also involved in this system and to avoid local optima.  

 

Many new swarm based algorithms have been developed 

recently by many researchers which derives many living things 

characteristics in their working methodology. In the following 

table the recent swarm based algorithms are given with their 

basic working characteristics: 
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Algorithm Name Characteristics 

Whale Optimization Algorithm25 • Mimics the social behaviour of Humpback whales  

Moth Flame Optimization Algorithm26 • Inspires the navigating method of moths in nature 

Magnetic Optimization Algorithm27 • Inspires the principle of magnetic field theory 

Thermal Exchange Optimization Algorithm28 • Working principle is based on the Newton’s law of cooling 

Grasshopper Optimisation Algorithm29  • Working principle inspires the behaviour of grasshopper in nature 

Competitive Optimization Algorithm30 • This algorithm mimics the competitive behaviour of various living creatures such as 

birds, cats, ants and bees etc., 

Chaotic Grey Wolf Optimization Algorithm31 • Algorithm inherits the hunting behaviour of grey wolves 

 

 

Many other algorithms are also available in the area of 

optimization algorithm. Similarly more than one algorithm can 

be combined to increase the overall optimality of the output. 

This concept is also called as hybrid metaheuristic algorithm. In 

hybrid metaheuristic algorithm, the disadvantages of one 

algorithm can be tolerated by other in order to increase the 

efficiency. Finding good combinations of algorithm is the other 

research issue in the same field. By using any of the above 

swarm based algorithm and hybrid versions of that swarm 

algorithm, many pharmaceutical industry problems can be 

solved in efficient manner.    

 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we discussed many pharmaceutical problems and 

their solving methodology using swarm based intelligence 

algorithms. Pharmaceutical problems are very complex in nature 

which requires more accurate results because it directly affects 

the life of living creature. So most of the traditional problem 

fails due to its time and cost complexity. But swarm based 

intelligence algorithm can solve the problem efficiently by using 

their iterative process. Based on the characteristics of the 

problems, user can choose appropriate one or more algorithm to 

solve. Data mining also plays major role in pharmaceutical data 

handling processes which come up with meaningful decision 

from available raw data. In medical data mining also, it is 

possible to use swarm intelligence in order to improve the 

decision quality. Swarm intelligence based algorithm can 

provide good quality of solution in any sort of the problems in 

pharmaceutical industry and their sub areas.  
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